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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the 
summer 2019 examination series. 

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars, 
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer 
questions but they do illustrate how the mark scheme has 
been applied. 

Please always refer to the specification https://www.ocr.
org.uk/Images/234833-specification-accredited-a-level-
gce-physical-education-h555.pdf for full details of the 
assessment for this qualification. These exemplar answers 
should also be read in conjunction with the sample 
assessment materials and the June 2019 Examiners’ report 
or Report to Centres available from Interchange https://
interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index

The question paper, mark scheme and any resource 
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from 
summer 2020. Until then, they are available on OCR 
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for 
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins – 
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/).

It is important to note that approaches to question 
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same 
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may 
make small adjustments to improve the performance of 
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive 
changes.

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/234833-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-physical-education-h555.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/234833-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-physical-education-h555.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/234833-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-physical-education-h555.pdf
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
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Question 8

Exemplar 1 Level 3, 8 marks
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Examiner commentary
The candidate has a good appreciation of leadership styles and uses practical examples to support part one. This isn’t required as 
the question asks for examples in part two, however this will be taken into consideration when marking as the candidate is showing 
AO2 skills to support their extended answer. 

In part two, the candidate shows a thorough understanding of a range of different types of feedback, supporting the first type of 
feedback with examples and all types with multiple evaluative points, both positive and negative. This candidate clearly understood 
that a coach can’t give intrinsic feedback but stated that ‘a coach should put emphasis on the development of intrinsic feedback’ 
which was considered to be both eloquent and particularly relevant to the question and was credited. 

To be given a higher overall score they could add more to their explanation of leadership styles. They could also have used more 
examples throughout part two of the answer where they were asked for. They did receive credit for use of examples (AO2) but would 
have been better to focus them in the part of the question that requested them. Understandably, time would not permit a detailed 
essay with examples in both, hence why the question only requested them in part two on this occasion. 

Exemplar 2 Level 3, 8 marks
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Examiner commentary
This candidate has a good understanding of the three leadership styles and gives an explanation of them all including an 
appreciation of when each should be used; this strengthens the answer as it shows a deeper understanding. There are no practical 
examples given in this part which is fine as the question doesn’t ask for them. The question specifically asks for practical examples in 
the second part to reduce the length of, what could otherwise be a potentially long essay.

In the second part of the answer the candidate covers four types of feedback showing they understand what each type is; multiple 
strengths are given for each type of feedback and crucially, this answer uses practical examples within the evaluation which very 
few candidates did. Some criticisms are given. Overall this is a detailed answer in Level 3 and it covers AO1, AO2 and AO3 very 
well showing both a breadth and depth of knowledge. The whole essay is written concisely and there is evidence of good exam 
technique on the Paper where the candidate considers the meaning of the question by interacting with it.

To secure a higher mark the candidate could add more criticisms of each type of feedback and clarify the final point they make 
about negative feedback as it sounds as if they are giving a criticism but this could also be a strength of negative feedback – it 
depends on circumstance and if negative feedback is given at the right time. Their final example of a footballer scoring a hat-trick 
wasn’t credited however without this the candidate had shown enough evidence of AO1, AO2 and AO3 skills elsewhere in the 
answer to secure a Level 3 score.

Exemplar 3 Level 2, 6 marks
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Examiner commentary
This candidate showed that they considered the meaning of the question by underlining key aspects. 

They name and briefly describe all three styles of leadership which receives credit. Although there is scope to add more depth to this 
part of the answer by adding an explanation and more detail on the use of these styles.

The second part of the essay starts with an evaluation of intrinsic feedback which in the context written is irrelevant to the question 
posed, as a coach or leader can’t ‘use’ intrinsic feedback to help improve a performer.

The rest of part two is strong with multiple evaluative points, both positive and negative, given for different types of feedback. 
Examples are given of different types of feedback. Although they don’t use examples to back up evaluative points as the question 
requested. This element was a real differentiator on this question and only the top candidates were successful in doing this. The 
candidate has good structure to their answer, clearly starting new paragraphs in the right way, which you would expect all A Level 
PE students to do, but many didn’t. Overall the balance of the full answer was considered to be a good answer and scored Level 2, 6 
marks.

Exemplar 4 Level 1, 4 marks
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Examiner commentary
This candidate has a good understanding of the different styles of leadership and gives a good answer to part one of the question.

In the second part of the essay the candidate covers three types of feedback, two of which aren’t stated on the specification. It was 
a bit unclear as to why the candidate covered these two types of feedback at the expense of others that are on the specification. 
However, as the information given for terminal feedback given was correct it was taken into consideration when arriving at the final 
mark. Concurrent feedback was misunderstood, so no credit was given here. The description and evaluation of positive feedback 
were good. The candidate didn’t give any practical examples in their answer, so AO2 was not attempted and it was felt overall this 
answer was worth just less than half marks. It achieved top of Level 1.

Exemplar 5 Level 1, 3 marks
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Examiner commentary
This candidate gives a basic description of all three leadership styles and goes on to give a basic description of numerous types of 
feedback supporting these with practical examples. While the answer had breadth, it is lacking in depth and the information given 
about knowledge of performance is confused. This candidate wrote a lot, but it is all basic information. To get higher marks, an 
explanation of leadership styles and evaluation of types of feedback is required, and examples need to be used to evaluate different 
types of feedback, rather than giving examples of the different types of feedback.

Essays are the candidates’ opportunity to demonstrate their depth of understanding as well as breadth through covering AO1, AO2 
and AO3. Candidates should consider the question carefully to make sure they identify the different parts to the question and what 
is required of them before composing their answer. The wording of this question clearly steered the candidates where to show AO1, 
AO2 and AO3 which was an opportunity missed by this candidate.
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